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Abstract 

This bachelor’s thesis focuses on the progressive forms of the verb have and their function in                

present-day spoken British English. The theoretical part deals with the grammatical           

description of the verb have and of the progressive aspect including their functions and              

frequency of use. The practical part takes form of a corpus study exploring mainly semantic               

aspects of the particular instances of use in connection with the grammatical ones. The spoken               

component of the British National Corpus 2014 version was used to retrieve 100 results,              

which were analysed with regard to the theoretical part of the thesis. The focus of the analysis                 

is on the dynamic and stative use of the verb have, its semantic function, tense form, time                 

reference, negation, intentional modality, and the links between these aspects.  

 

Key words: the verb have, progressive aspect, corpus study, dynamic and stative use,             

semantic function, tense form, time reference, negation, intentional modality 
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Abstrakt 

Tato bakalářská práce se zaměřuje na průběhové tvary slovesa have a jejich funkci v současné               

mluvené britské angličtině. Teoretická část se zabývá gramatickým popisem slovesa have a            

průběhových tvarů včetně jejich funkce a četnosti výskytu. Praktická část v podobě korpusové             

studie zkoumá především sémantické aspekty jednotlivých výsledků ve spojitosti s          

gramatickými. Mluvená část verze Britského národního korpusu z roku 2014 byla použita k             

získání 100 dokladů, které byly analyzovány v souvislosti s teoretickou částí práce. Analýza             

výsledků výzkumu je zaměřena na dynamické a stavové užití slovesa have, jeho sémantické             

funkce, slovesný čas, časový odkaz, zápor, intenční modalitu a spojitosti mezi těmito aspekty.  

 
Klíčová slova: sloveso have, průběhové tvary, korpusová studie, dynamické a stavové užití,            

sémantické funkce, slovesný čas, časový odkaz, zápor, intenční modalita 
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List of Abbreviations 

 
BNC2014 British National Corpus 2014 

PP personal pronoun 

N noun 

past progr. past progressive 

pres. perf. progr. present perfect progressive 

pres. progr. present progressive 

conditional progr. conditional progressive 

pres. total reference to the present in total 

past total reference to the past in total 

pres. (singular occurrence) reference to a singular occurrence in the present 

pres. (long-term) reference to a long-term happening in the present 

future reference to the future 

past (long-term) reference to a long-term happening in the past 

past (singular occurrence) reference to a singular occurrence in the past 

D dynamic 

S stative 

D2 closer to dynamic than to stative (a semantic category) 

S2 closer to stative than to dynamic (a semantic category) 

enjoying enjoying themselves (a semantic function) 
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1. Introduction 

 

The aim of this thesis is to determine the functions of the progressive forms of the                

verb have. Four research questions were determined to specify the purpose of the thesis: The               

aim of the first research question: What is the relationship of the progressive forms of the                

verb have with their stative or dynamic meaning? is to determine how frequent the              

dynamic and stative uses are and to what degree the process of reinterpretation of have as a                 

dynamic verb (further discussed in 2.3) has advanced. The second research question: What is              

the relationship of the semantics of the verb have in its progressive form with its tense                

form and time reference? explores the semantics further in order to find out whether there is                

a link between the meaning of the particular uses and the usage of the temporal system                

including what time it is used to refer to. An even clearer image of the behaviour of the verb                   

will hopefully be created by asking the next research question: What preference does the              

verb have in its progressive form have regarding negation and intentional modality? The             

context in which the verb occurs will be partly explored in the attempt to answer this                

question. The last research question: What are the most common semantic functions of the              

progressive forms of the verb have? will look into greater detail of the meaning of the                

specific cases in which have is used and their function.  
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2. Theoretical background 

2.1 The Verb Have 

2.1.1 Have as a primary verb 

 

The verb have is classified by Quirk et al. (1985: 129) as a primary one, meaning it can                  

behave either as a main verb or as an auxiliary (ibid.: 96). The authors (ibid.: 120) also                 

mention the verb may function as an operator both in auxiliary function and as a full verb, if it                   

occurs as the initial verb in a finite verb phrase.  

2.1.1.1  Have as a lexical and stative verb 

When used as a main verb have “has various meanings” (Quirk et al., 1985: 130).               

These include “physical possession, [...] family connection, [...] food consumption, [...]           

existential” (Biber et al., 1999: 429) as in (1.), “linking a person to some abstract quality, [...]                 

linking an inanimate subject to some abstract quality, [...] or marking causation” (ibid.).             

“Further, have occurs in a number of idiomatic multi-word phrases” (ibid.: 430).  

 

(1.) “But it really would be nice to have a young person about the house again”.  

(ibid.: 429) 

 

It is generally recognized as a stative verb. Quirk et al. (1985: 200) regard have as one                 

of “preeminently quality-introducing verbs” (The authors define qualities as “relatively          

permanent and inalienable properties”.), which “can also introduce the less permanent           

situation types called states”: 

 

QUALITY: “Mary has blue eyes”.     vs. STATE: “Mary has a bad      

cold”.  

 

(ibid.)  
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2.1.1.2 Auxiliary function, semi-modal status, and causative meaning  of have  
 

“Have serves only one auxiliary function: as the marker of perfect aspect” (Biber et al.,                

1999: 430). The verb also “has marginal semi-modal status in the expression have to ” (Biber               

et al., 1999: 429) and had better (ibid.: 484). Both of these verbs belong to the category of                  

modals and semi-modals expressing “obligation/necessity” (Biber et al., 1999: 485). “Unlike           

the central modal verbs, many of the semi-modals can be marked for tense and person. [...] In                 

the infinitive, they can sometimes co-occur with a central modal verb or another semi-modal”              

(ibid.: 484). It is important to note that modal verbs do not have progressive forms [...]; they                 

only occur in rare cases of suppletive forms, e.g. (2.) (Dušková et al., 2012: 8.82.22).  

The verb have may also be found with causative meaning, most commonly combined             

with a past participle, which is placed after the object. Less common is the use with bare                 

infinitive or with a present participle (Dušková et al., 2012: 8.32.2).  

 

(2.) I'm having to stay here for the night. 

(Dušková et al., 2012: 8.82.22) 

2.1.2 Transitivity and frequency of use of have across the registers 
 

According to Dušková et al. (2012: 8.3) the auxiliary verb have must be completed by               

other parts of a verb form in order to constitute a semantic whole, which cannot be derived                 

from the meaning of the individual parts. Quirk et al. (1985: 130) note that have “as a main                  

verb [...] normally takes a direct object”, and according to Biber et al. (1999: 429) being a                 

transitive main verb, it is as common as the most frequent lexical verbs in English . Biber et al.                  

conclude that “have is most common in conversation and least common in academic prose.              

Within academic prose, though, have is more common than any of the lexical verbs”.  

2.1.3 Dynamic and non-dynamic use of have 
 

According to Dušková et al. (2012: 8.32.2), the verb has developed two different             

meanings: dynamic and non-dynamic (also called the “activity have” and the “state have”;             

Leech, 2004: 27). The non-dynamic use expresses a possessive relation [...], while the             

dynamic meaning is semantically closer to verbs as receive, take, experience, and so on              
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(Dušková et al., 2012: 8.32.2) as in (3.). According to Quirk et al. (1985: 131-132) other                

dynamic uses include have in a causative sense and when used as a main verb with a stative                  

(non-dynamic) meaning, have shows syntactic variation in that it not only combines with             

do-support in forming constructions but also (according to Dušková et al., 2012: 8.32.2, only              

in British English) acts as an operator itself. The non-dynamic use is conjugated with              

do-support in questions and negative clauses, which is also the case with the possessive              

meaning in the past tense (Dušková et al., 2012: 8.32.2). As Quirk et al. (1985: 205) point out,                  

although “the main verbs be and have [...] can both be used in dynamic senses, are the most                  

central and characteristic of stative verbs, and can frequently be used in the paraphrasing of               

other stative verbs” as in (4.).  

 

(3.) A: What are you doing? 

B: I’m having lunch.  

(Leech, 2004: 27) 

 

(4.) The water tasted bitter. ~  

The water had a bitter taste.  

(Quirk et al., 1985: 205) 

 

2.1.4 Have as a copular verb 
 

According to Dušková et al. (2012: 13.23.22), have is considered a copular verb, if its               

possessive meaning is weakened so much it forms one semantic unit with an object expressed               

by a deverbal noun, while the whole unit may be replaced by a verb the deverbal noun is                  

derived from, e.g. (5.). The authors point out the copular construction can at times allow the                

use of a modification, which would not be possible with a verbal predicate or would have a                 

different meaning as in (6.). Dušková et al. also note that have with possessive meaning is                

closely related to predications with be, e.g. (7.) and (8.).  

 

(5.) to have a look/ to look 

(6.) I had a good look at him. 

(7.) He has black hair.  

(8.) His hair is  black.  

(ibid.) 
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2.2 Introduction into the progressive aspect 

2.2.1 Conditions of use of the progressive aspect 

 
Another common ground of the verbs have and be is the progressive form of the verb                

have, and since the focus has so far been on the verb have itself, it is now time to proceed to                     

the progressive aspect. It “has frequently been used, and is used here, to designate those verb                

constructions in which the -ing form of the verb follows a form of the verb to be: (i)s working,                   

(ha)s been working, etc. [...] It suggests a happening ‘in progress’ [...] and is said to give us                  

an ‘inside view’ of a happening, rather than an ‘outside view’, seeing the happening as a                

single whole” (Leech, 2004: 18). Leech illustrates this by the examples (9.) and (10.). “The               

most salient function of the progressive aspect [...] is to refer to temporary situations,              

activities, or goings-on [...]. The temporary situation includes the present moment in their             

time-span, stretching for a limited period into the past and into the future” (ibid.: 19). In                

contrast with the simple present, the progressive present “indicates duration [...], a limited             

duration, [...] and that the happening need not be complete [...]. The progressive stretches the               

time-span of an ‘event verb’, but compresses the time-span of a ‘state verb’” (ibid.). This is                

because duration is distinctive for single events, whereas limited duration is distinctive for             

states and habits (Quirk et al., 1985: 198). Quirk et al. (ibid.: 197-198) illustrate this by the                 

‘shrinking’ of the time-span from (11.) to (12.) and by the ‘stretching out’ from (13.) to (14.).                 

Leech (2004: 19) emphasises that the length of these time-spans is highly subjective. The              

durative element stretches the event: (15.) is felt to take longer than (16.) (ibid.). Leech               

presents an example of the limited duration in (17.), which he would call a permanent state in                 

contrast with a temporary state (18.), and the component of limited duration “means the              

situation is ‘subject to change’” (ibid.: 20). The two elements (duration and limited duration)              

“add up to the concept of temporariness” (Quirk et al., 1985: 198). “The component of               

incompletion is distinctive chiefly in the case of certain types of dynamic verb meaning called               

conclusive” (ibid.), e.g. (19.) vs. (20.).  

 

(9.) I was spending  the day at home. 

(10.) I spent the day at home. 

(Leech, 2004: 18) 

(11.) Joan sings  well.  

(12.) Joan is singing  well. 

(13.) Joan sang well. 
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(14.) Joan was singing  well.  

(Quirk et al, 1985: 197) 

(15.) I am raising  my arm.  

(16.) I raise my arm.  

(17.) My watch works perfectly. 

(18.) My watch is working  perfectly. 

(Leech, 2004: 19) 

(19.) I read a novel yesterday evening.  

(20.) I was reading a novel yesterday       

evening. 

(Quirk et al., 1985: 198) 

 

 

“The progressive aspect also generally has the effect of surrounding a particular event             

or moment by a ‘temporal frame’ [...]. That is, within the flow of time, there is some reference                  

point [...] from which the temporary happening indicated by the verb can be seen as stretching                

into the future and into the past [...]. The progressive often forms a ‘temporal frame’ around                

an action denoted by a non-progressive form” (Leech, 2004: 21-22). “With the progressive             

present, the time of orientation is normally ‘now’, although it can also be a recurrent time or                 

an imaginary time [...]. [...] With the past tense, again the ‘temporal frame’ is often implied,                

this time by reference to a past time of orientation” (Quirk et al., 1985: 209). “The ‘temporal                 

frame’ effect [...] follows [...] from the notion of ‘limited duration’” (Leech, 2004: 22).  

2.2.2 Functions of the progressive 

2.2.2.1 Time reference as a function of the progressive aspect 

 
Römer’s (2005: 80) study on the progressives lists specific functions they serve. The             

author (ibid.: 43) uses two corpora of spoken British English: the spoken component of the               

1995 version of the British National Corpus and the spoken British subsection of the early               

2001 version of The Bank of English (ibid. 45). Concerning time reference as one of the                

functions “it was often the case that” (Römer, 2005: 81) what the author calls “‘indeterminate’               

progressive concordance lines expressed something that was valid not only at the moment of              

speaking but also in general for situations yet to come” (ibid.) as for instance in the example                 

(37.). The author (ibid.: 82) differentiates four types of time reference: ‘past’, ‘present’,             

‘future’, and ‘present/future (indeterminate)’. “The highest share of progressives expresses a           

present time reference” (ibid.). Slightly lower number of the analysed examples “refer to an              

event or action in the past; [...] lower percentages go to the future reference group [...] and to                  
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the present/future group. [...] If we now assume that of the indeterminate ‘present/future time              

reference’ cases that most would be valid for both present and future actions and events or are                 

in fact timeless statements, half can be assigned to the ‘present time reference’ set and the                

other half to future time reference, [...] the large majority of progressives would then refer to                

the present, while roughly the same share of instances from the British National Corpus              

express past and future time reference respectively” (ibid.: 82-83).  

 

(37.) Because that’s what it’s all about. Yes. And when you’re listening you’re watching for               

body language as well.  

(Römer, 2005: 81) 

 

“The great majority of examples of past time reference contains” (Römer, 2005: 84)             

past progressive forms. “Only just over one percent of the [...] concordance lines contain”              

(ibid.) present progressive referring to the past. The remaining examples consist of present             

perfect progressive forms and past perfect progressive forms (ibid.: 85).  

“The relation between form and function is even more significant in the cases of              

present, future, and “indeterminate” present/future orientation” (Römer, 2005: 85). The          

present progressive forms occur with the highest frequency. “There are only few” (ibid.) past              

progressive examples “which have the following functions: A first pattern that emerges is [...]              

a softening one, expressing politeness by moving the actual act of wondering further away to               

the past. [...] Past progressive forms with future time reference occur in reporting contexts and               

in embedded (that-) clauses [...]. [...] Another function of such ‘future-in-the-past’ examples is             

the expression of hypothetical meaning. Hypotheticalness is also expressed in past           

progressives with indeterminate time orientation. [...] On the whole we certainly find a clear              

connection between time reference and forms of progressives in spoken British English [...].             

Some specific ‘deviating’ patterns are, as we could see, strongly lexically determined” (ibid.:             

85-86).  

2.2.2.2 Continuousness and repeatedness as central functions of the progressive aspect 

 
The central question of this section is “‘What do progressive forms in general,             

independent of their time orientation, mainly serve to express?’”(Römer 2005: 86). The            
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author answers at first that “an apparently very common function feature of progressives [...]              

was [...] ‘continuousness’. [...] The analysed corpus examples described actions or events that             

happened without interruption or without an intervening time interval. [...] However, [...] a             

large number of concordance lines [...] refer to repeatedly occurring actions or events. These              

[...] were mostly continuous [...], but sometimes they were also non-continuous. [...]            

‘Continuousness’ and ‘repeatedness’ [...] were chosen [...] as central features to help capture             

the basic function(s) of progressives” (ibid.: 86-87). Römer (ibid.: 87) therefore recognizes            

four different realisations of the two features: “continuous vs. non-continuous and repeated            

vs. non-repeated”.  

The author “used the criteria of ‘break/interruption’ and ‘extension over a certain time             

span’ to decide whether a progressive construction expressed continuousness” (Römer, 2005:           

87). Paradoxical as it may seem, Römer (ibid.: 88) presents non-continuous progressives. In             

her opinion, what qualifies these as non-continuous is the fact that they [...] “refer to               

short-term actions. What the progressive forms convey in these examples is rather a sense of               

softening or downtoning, or a special emphasis on a problematic fact” (ibid.). Römer (ibid.:              

89) points out the term ‘continuous aspect’ may need to be revised in the light of these                 

findings.  

“The second function feature that occurred as central [...] was [...] ‘repeatedness’. [...]             

Repeatedness is expressed in” (Römer, 2005: 89) 35-38% of the concordance lines in the two               

corpora. “The remaining shares of progressives” (61-66%) “refer to single/non-repeated          

events” (ibid.). The author (ibid.: 89-90) notes that many other studies emphasize the             

reference to single, continued events or durative ones.  

Then the “four possible feature value combinations” (Römer, 2005: 90) are examined.            

The author illustrates a continuous and repeated action or event by (38.), an example of a                

continuous and non-repeated action or event by (39). The following option the author presents              

is that of a non-continuous and repeated action or event, e.g. (40.), and the last combination is                 

the non-continuous and non-repeated action or event as in (41.). For Römer the “distribution              

indicates that there are two central functions [...] of progressives in spoken English: [...] the               

expression of continuous and non-repeated actions and events [...], and the expression of             

continuous and repeated” (ibid.) ones. The “continuous + non-repeated” examples have a very             

low share of present/future “indeterminate” cases, whereas the progressives that express a            

continuous and repeated action were “obviously not at all easy to assign to one of the three                 
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remaining reference categories [...]. Here we find much higher percentages of indeterminate            

instances” (ibid.: 93).  

 

(38.) He was spending  nearly forty hours a week on governors’ business you know. 

(Römer, 2005: 90) 

(39.) Yes. We’re, we’re currently running  about fifteen minutes late. 

(40.) They’re just # erm taking  any staff on really. 

(41.) Yeah. So you’re not looking  at the answer. Don’t look at the answer.  

(ibid.: 91) 

2.2.2.3 Additional functions of the progressive aspect 

 
Leech et al. (2009: 131) regard the cases of the futurate use and the expressive or                

attitudinal functions as special uses of the progressive aspect. Römer (2005: 23) mentions the              

same idea referred to as ‘specific’ uses, since they deviate “from the basic meaning” (ibid.) of                

the progressive which is supposed to be one of “indicating a contingent situation” (ibid.).              

These two uses would be: in “a habitual situation that holds for a relatively limited period,”                

(ibid.) and the use “adding greater emotive effect” (ibid.) with the typical adverbial always              

(what Leech calls expressive or attitudinal function). As opposed to these uses of the aspect               

several scholars consider framing to be a typical use of the progressive.  

Apart from the two functions Römer considers central, the following additional           

functions of the progressive “were found to be expressed repeatedly: ‘general validity’ is the              

most common of” (Römer, 2005: 95) these. “Also rather frequent are progressives which             

convey the meanings of either politeness or softening [...], or of emphasis or a particular,               

usually negative attitude” (ibid.: 95-96). According to Quirk et al. (1985: 210) the typical              

function is indicating temporariness, and some of their special uses differ, while others             

resemble those presented by Römer: Quirk et al. elaborate that the progressive “may be used               

to refer to the future or to the future in the past” (ibid.), e.g. (21.). “It may be used with the                     

attitudinal past tense” (ibid.) as in (22.) “or the present tense” (ibid.), e.g. (23.), “to refer                

tentatively to present wish or attitude. [...] Such forms enable us to avoid impoliteness which               

might well result from expressing one’s attitude too directly” (ibid.) as Römer (2005: 95-6)              

would agree. The progressive aspect may also “be used especially following the auxiliary will              
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(or shall ) with the special implication that the action will take place ‘as a matter of course’ in                  

the future” (Quirk et al., 1985: 210).  

 

(21.) They were getting married the      

following spring. 

(22.) I was wondering if you could help        

me. 

(23.) I’m hoping to borrow some money. 

 

(ibid.) 

2.2.3 The perfective progressive 
 

“When the perfective and progressive aspects are combined in the same verb phrase             

[...], the features of meaning associated with each of them are also combined” (Quirk et al.,                

1985: 210). The progressive gives “the perfective progressive a sense of ‘temporariness’”            

(ibid.: 211) (duration and limitation of duration) as in (24.). The example contains one of               

“durative verbs which typically go with the progressive aspect, and the meaning is roughly              

that of temporary situation leading up to the present, comparable to the state-up-to-the-present             

of the simple perfective. [...] With verbs such as live, stand, lie , etc. however, the limitation of                 

duration is weak, and is not felt at all by some speakers. [...] The feature of possible                 

incompleteness becomes evident when the perfective progressive is combined with          

accomplishment and process predications” (Quirk et al, 1999: 210-211), e.g. (25.) vs. (26).             

While (25.) indicates a finished state of the process, (26.) leaves room for the option of the                 

task being incomplete. “If a conclusive verb is not accompanied by an adverbial of duration as                

in (27.), the implication is often that the effects of the happening are still visible. [...] In such                  

cases, the activity indicated by the verb is assumed to have recently ceased. When              

accompanied by an adverbial of duration, however, the meaning of the verb is assumed to be                

still operative up to the present, and possibly to persist in the future. [...] The main use of the                   

perfective progressive” (ibid.: 212) may be summarized “as follows: The happening has            

(limited) duration, continues up to the present or recent past, need not be complete, and may                

have effects which are still apparent. [...] The perfective progressive when combined with the              

past tense or a modal verb loses its restriction to a period of time leading up to the point of                    

orientation” (ibid.) as in (28.).  
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(24.) It’s been snowing again.  

(25.) I’ve cleaned the windows.  

(26.) I’ve been cleaning the windows. 

(Quirk et al., 1985: 211) 

 

(27.) Have you been crying? 

(ibid.: 212) 

(28.) I must have been talking to him at the          

time of murder. 

(ibid.: 213) 

 

2.2.4 The progressive as an aspectual phenomenon rather than a tense 
 

Ute Römer sees the progressive “rather as an aspectual phenomenon than as a tense.              

Utterances in the past progressive and past simple, for instance, do not necessarily express              

different time orientations but only put a different emphasis in things like continuousness or              

speaker attitude” (Römer, 2005: 20). Quirk et al. (1985: 197) share this opinion. Returning to               

the examples (29.) and (30), the two sentences “have the same tense, but different aspects”               

(ibid.). The difference in meaning is that the present simple “refers to Joan’s competence as a                

singer” (ibid.), and the present progressive “refers to her performance on a particular occasion              

or during a particular season. The same formal contrast could be made for the past tense [...],                 

but in this case, the semantic contrast [...] is different. [...] The simple past makes us see the                  

event as a whole, while the past progressive makes us see it as an activity in progress” (ibid.).                  

Biber et al. comment that “from a semantic point of view, both tense and aspect relate                

primarily to time distinctions in the verb phrase. However, whereas tense refers primarily to              

past and present time orientation, aspect relates to considerations such as the completion or              

lack of completion of events or states described by a verb” (Biber et al., 1999: 460).  

 

(29.) Joan sings  well. 

 

(30.) Joan is singing  well. 

(Quirk et al., 1985: 197) 

2.3 Stative verbs in combination with the progressive aspect 

 
Since stative verbs are theoretically assumed to describe states with no progress, there             

should be no completion to speak about regarding stative verbs which have even been called               
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“anti-progressive” (Leech, 2004: 25). According to Quirk et al. (1985: 200) such stative             

situation types that introduce qualities and states do not occur with the progressive. If they do,                

“it is a sign that they have been in some sense reinterpreted as containing a dynamic                

predication” (ibid.). For example, (31.) “signifies that ‘awkwardness’ is a form of behaviour             

or activity, not a permanent trait” (ibid.). Or in the case of (32.), it is implied “that Mary is                   

pretending to be tired [...], rather than in a state of real lassitude. [...] We should observe that                  

the definition of stative verbs is not so much that they are incompatible with the progressive,                

as that when they are combined with the progressive, some change of interpretation other than               

the addition of the ‘temporary’ meaning of the progressive aspect is required. This change of               

interpretation can usually be explained as a transfer, or reclassification of the verb as              

dynamic, e.g. as having a meaning of process or agentivity” (ibid.: 200-202). Aside from the               

meaning of the verb usually recognized as a permanent trait being recategorized as a              

temporary behaviour as in (32.), the reinterpretation might make “the speaker’s attitude more             

tentative and perhaps more polite” (ibid.: 202) as mentioned above or the progressive may              

turn the stative meaning into a process meaning with the comparative construction, e.g. (33.).  

 

(31.) Peter is being  awkward. (32.) Mary is being tired. 

(Quirk et al., 1985: 200) 

 

(33.) Tina is resembling her sister more and more. 

(ibid.: 202) 

 

“Meaning, unfortunately, is not the sole determining factor” (Leech, 2004: 25) of the             

verbs’ “‘unfriendliness’ to the progressive. [...] Virtually synonymous sentences can be found,            

one in which the progressive is allowable, and one in which it is not” (ibid.) as in (34.) and                   

(35.). “It seems as if usage in this area is not always logical and systematic, because the                 

language itself is gradually extending the use of the progressive” (ibid.).  

 

(34.) She’s suffering  from influenza. (35.) She is ill  with influenza. 

(Leech, 2004: 25) 
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Biber et al. (1999: 471-472) present in their corpora findings that both dynamic and              

stative verbs are included among the most common verbs in the progressive - and that both                

dynamic and stative verbs are included among the verbs that very rarely take the progressive.               

The authors explain that verbs’ ability to commonly occur with the progressive depends on              

whether the action, state, or situation described by the verbs “can be prolonged. [...] The verbs                

that rarely occur in the progressive fall into two main groups: (a) those that refer to an action                  

that is immediate, and (b) those that refer to a state that is not normally a continuing process”                  

(ibid.: 473).  

 

2.4 The use of the term progressive 

 

When dealing with the progressive aspect, the issue of adequacy of its name must be               

addressed. Other options include chiefly ‘durative’ and ‘continuous’ aspect (Quirk et al.,            

1985: 197), less commonly even ‘temporary’ aspect (Leech, 2004: 18). According to Leech             

all of these possibilities share “misleading associations” (ibid.). “Opponents of the term            

progressive cite numerous examples in which they allege that the notion of a situation in               

progress is absent; for example, where the situation being described is to be actualized in the                

future, and the realization is not (ostensibly) an ongoing event [...]; where the situation              

appears not to be bounded in time [...]; and where the construction redescribes a situation that                

has already been described in the non-progressive, and might similarly be viewed as             

non-durative” (Leech et al., 2009: 119), e.g. (36.). In conclusion, Leech et al. retain the term                

‘progressive’ primarily because it is the most widely used and recognized label and so do I.                

“Moreover, in” (ibid.) their “close reading of [...] PDE corpora, the aspectual notion of              

situation ‘in progress’ is in evidence in the vast majority of cases” (ibid.).  

 

(36.) When she said that, she was lying.  

 

 

(Leech, 2009: 119) 

2.5 Distribution of the progressive 

 
The progressive aspect conveys a “specialized kind of meaning, and hence” (Biber et              

al., 1999: 462) is “less commonly used than simple present tense and past tense” (ibid.).               
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According to Biber et al. (1999: 461) the progressive appears in conversation with the highest               

frequency; the number is slightly lower in fiction; a significant difference follows towards             

news, and finally the progressive occurs with the lowest frequency in the academic register.              

Progressives have been found to be “almost twice as frequent in spoken rather than written               

English” (Aarts et al., 2010: 158). Biber et al. (ibid.: 462) present in their results that fiction is                  

the only register showing preference for the past tense in progressive aspect verb phrases, and               

the opposite is true for the remaining three registers. “Perfect progressive verb phrases [...] are               

rare in all registers” (Biber et al., 1999: 462).  

Römer finds out that “by far the most frequent form [...] is the present progressive”               

(Römer, 2005: 62), whereas “past progressives are far less common. [...] There is [...] a close                

connection between tense form distribution and textual register. The data indicate that speech             

contains much higher shares of present progressives and lower shares of past progressives             

than writing and vice versa” (ibid.: 62-65). The results of the study also suggest that short                

forms of the auxiliary to be are more common than long forms (ibid.: 66-68), the progressive                

occurs mainly in affirmative contexts (ibid.: 73), and 10-11% of the examined progressives             

function as questions (ibid.: 74).  

 

 

2.6 Distribution of the verb have 

 

Having occurs with 70 tokens as the 66th most common verb out of 99 (absolute               

numbers of tokens of the examined verbs range from 1 to 239) in Römer’s (2005: 114) study.                 

About 26% of the occurrences in Römer’s (ibid.: 118) data are in the past progressive form,                

roughly 71% in the present progressive, and both present and past perfect progressive occur in               

1.43% of the concordance lines. These numbers are very similar to an average verb except for                

the present perfect progressive forms occurring in 3.66% of the verb forms on average, hence               

in over twice as many cases as the verb have as the study (ibid.) shows.  

Römer (2005: 140) found that the share of negation is a few percent above average in                

the case of having, while its occurrence in questions is, by contrast, below the average figure                

as Progressives, Patterns, Pedagogy: A Corpus-driven Approach to English Progressive          

Forms, Functions, Contexts, and Didactics  (ibid.: 145) shows.  
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2.6.1 Time reference of the verb have and d istribution of the verb have across the four                

combinations of the “central function features” 

 

Römer (2005: 152) notes that the progressive form of have most often refers to the               

future followed by the past, whereas the present and the indeterminate present/future            

reference are not very common. The author’s (ibid.) data also show that future reference is not                

in line with the average figures according to which it is the last but one least frequent                 

reference and the present reference is usually of a much higher frequency, while the              

indeterminate one is generally more common.  

The verb have occurs very frequently in progressive forms expressing “continuousness           

and non-repeatedness” (Römer, 2005: 159), closely followed by the combination of the            

functions “continuousness” and “repeatedness”. No instances of the remaining two options           

were found in Römer’s (ibid.) research and she comments it is common for these two               

functions to be of significantly lower frequencies, but at least some occur on average and that                

the two functions which did occur with the verb are usually interchanged in terms of               

frequency.  

 

2.6.2 Additional functions of the verb have with the progressive aspect 

 

Out of the rest of the functions which Römer (2005: 162) calls additional having is by                

far most frequent in the case of general validity, and rather infrequent when expressing              

politeness or softening and framing. The verb does not occur in any of the other additional                

functions in Römer’s (ibid.) study. According to the author (ibid.) the frequency of the verb               

expressing general validity is slightly below average, the rest of the numbers are much lower               

than they usually are except for the framing function which has a little higher frequency than                

it generally has.  

3. Material and Method 

Having considered the theoretical background, the reality of how the progressive form            

of have is used in speech by contemporary British speakers was explored. The uses of the                
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verb were marked as stative or dynamic to answer the first research question concerning the               

relationship of the progressive form of the verb have with its stative or dynamic meaning. The                

aim was to find out which of the two categories is more common and take the result as an                   

implication of the extent to which the above mentioned reinterpretation of the verb has              

advanced. The findings were then combined with the frequencies of different tense forms and              

instances of temporal reference in order to answer the second research question and discover              

any possible links between these aspects. The semantic functions were also determined to             

learn whether any of them play a meaningful role in relation to the temporal categories. The                

frequency of these functions was also assessed in order to answer the fourth research question.               

The uses of the verb were also marked for the presence or absence of negation within the                 

same clause and for the intentional modality of the clause. The purpose was to explore the                

clauses the progressive forms of the verb typically occur in and by so doing to answer the                 

third research question.  

The Spoken British National Corpus 2014 was chosen as the source of data. It “is a                

large collection of samples of contemporary British English language use, gathered from a             

range of real-life contexts. (...) The 11.5-million-word spoken component of the BNC2014            

contains transcripts of recorded conversations, gathered from members of the UK public            

between 2012 and 2016. The conversations were recorded in informal settings (typically at             

home) and took place among friends and family members. (...) The corpus comprises 1,251              

conversations, featuring a total of 672 speakers” (Love, 2018). The reasons behind the choice              

of this corpus were that progressives have been found to be “almost twice as frequent in                

spoken rather than written English” (Aarts et al., 2010: 158) and changes in use are likely to                 

be manifested in spoken language and a less formal setting at first, which offers the possibility                

of the fastest recognition of a shift in language use. This means that should a change be                 

underway or completed, the evidence should be found in this corpus.  

The query [tag="PP.?" | tag="N.*"] []{,3} [lemma="be"] []{0,3} [word="having"] was          

used to obtain the results. The part between the first square brackets stands for a noun phrase                 

functioning as the subject of a clause. This could be a pronoun, a noun, or a combination of                  

nouns. The auxiliary can be any form of the verb be occurring up to three words away from                  

the subject, and the same amount of words may precede the final having.  
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4. Analysis 
 

One hundred instances in which the progressive form of the verb have was used were               

chosen after the elimination of duplicates, nonfinite verb forms, and clauses with unclear             

structure or meaning. Each result was then assigned its values in all above mentioned              

categories relevant for answering the delimited research questions.  

4.1 Tense Form 
Figure 1: Tense Form 

 

The first aspect the corpus results were analysed for was their tense form. By far the                

most typical tense (71%) among the hundred examined cases is the present progressive. This              

is unsurprising, for the result is in line with the progressive aspect’s preference for happenings               

in progress. The verb in its past progressive form is the next most common option with 24%                 

as could be expected, since the remaining two options are present perfect progressive forms              

(2%) and conditional progressive ones (3%), the latter of which consist of            

would/could/might/should and be having. The placement of the last two categories may be             

anticipated; they belong among the rare tense forms in general. Past perfect progressive forms              

are not present at all; these are also generally rare. There are no future tenses used either.                 

More light will be shed on this fact when dealing with future time reference.  
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These results confirm that speakers are disinclined to use the past progressive forms in              

comparison with the present progressive ones in conversation, and that “perfect progressive            

verb phrases [...] are rare” (Biber et al., 1999: 462). Another correspondence can be found in                

the unparalleled prevalence of the present progressive verb forms (Römer, 2005: 62).  

4.2 Time reference 
Figure 2: Time Reference in General 

 

45% of the instances refer to the present as in (1.), which is the highest number and                 

corresponds to the most frequently used tense form. The results are in line with the character                

of the progressive aspect in both cases. The remaining 26% of the examples are in present                

progressive form while referring to another time. There are 26 instances of reference to the               

past, e.g. in (2.), which is only 2 instances more than how many times the past tense was used.                   

This is another likely result, for the past tense is not likely to be used to refer to any other time                     

than the past very often. The 2 cases are the ones in which present perfect progressive form                 

was used as in (3.). 18% of the instances refer to the future, e.g. in (4.). This brings us back to                     

the absence of future tense forms. All 18 cases of reference to the future are found with the                  

verbs in the present progressive tense. It is apparent that when referring to future plans, future                

tenses are not used with the progressive aspect; the speakers opt for the present progressive,               

which makes the plan seem more certain, as if it were already underway. The usage of going                 

to in reference to the future is based on the same principle. The remaining 11% of the cases                  

have a general time reference as in (5.); they consist of the 9 instances of present progressives,                 
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e.g. in (6.), and 2 conditional progressives as in (5.). The rare occurrence of the general                

reference is not out of the ordinary.  

 

(1.)  we're having some tea 

(2.) they were having a drinks party 

(3.) I've been having a look 

(4.) she's having her birthday     

tomorrow 

 

 

 

(5.) I think I'd always be having at        

least a glass or two 

(6.) you know cos and also if       

they're having a massage and 

(The Spoken British National 

Corpus 2014 ) 

 

A great discrepancy surfaces with Römer’s (2005: 152) finding (her study is based on              

data from corpora dating back to the years 1995 and 2001; ibid.: 45) that the progressive form                 

of have most often refers to the future followed by the past, whereas the present reference is                 

not very common. The only similarity to this research is the second most common reference               

being to the past. The figures representing the instances of future and present reference are               

interchanged. The author (Römer, 2005: 152) comments on the average figures not being in              

line with her figures, for they usually show the reference to the future as the last but one least                   

frequent and the present reference tends to be of a much higher frequency. This research, on                

the other hand, confirms both of these aspects as they are presented in the majority of data.                 

Another discrepancy occurs with the general reference. Römer’s (2005:162) data point to 20%             

of the instances, while in this study the frequency was found to amount to mere 11%. 
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Figure 3: Time Reference in Detail 

 

A closer inspection of the time reference reveals the most common case is by far the                

reference to a long-term happening in the present, which was the case in 32% of the verb                 

forms, e.g. in (7.). This tendency may be a result of the combination of the progressive and                 

the originally stative verb have. The progress would correspond with the reference to the              

present, while the stative character would be in line with the long-term nature of the meaning.                

The rest of the figures are all quite similar. The reference to the future occurs in 18% of the                   

results, e.g. in (4.), and is so much rarer than the reference to the past and to the present, that                    

the value is closer to the figures denoting the instances of present and past reference               

differentiated into greater detail. This figure is followed by a reference to a singular              

occurrence to the past with 15% as in (8.). The next figure is 13% made up of instances of                   

reference to a singular occurrence in the present, e.g. in (1.), and the final two values are the                  

same: 11% for the reference to the long-term past: (9.), which speaks against the verb have                

affecting the results by its stative nature, and another 11% for a general reference, e.g. in (10.)                 

being the rarest even with the more detailed division.  

 

(7.) and obviously people are also      

having to book time off work 

(4.) she's having her birthday     

tomorrow 
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(8.) they were all having a little       

chat about languages and er South      

Park and socialism 

(1.) we're having some tea 

(9.) I was having problems sleeping 

(10.) not when you're having sex 

(The Spoken British National Corpus 2014 ) 

4.3 Negation and Intentional Modality 

 

Negation is present in mere 5% of the instances, for example in (11.). This              

corresponds to Römer’s (2005: 73) figures, which are in line with another research she              

mentions. The only two types of intentional modality found were declarative asi in (11.) and               

interrogative, e.g. in (12.). The vast majority of the instances are cases of declarative              

intentional modality with 96%, while the remaining 4% are interrogative. In comparison with             

Römer’s (2005: 74) data, these figures are slightly lower, but there is no significant              

discrepancy to speak about. 

 

(11.) I'm not having any of that 

 

 

(12.) what are you having that      

tetanus jab for?  

 

(The Spoken British National Corpus 2014 ) 
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4.4 Dynamic and Stative Having 

Figure 4: Dynamic and Stative Verbs 

 
The hundred individual instances in which the progressive form of have was used             

were determined to be stative, dynamic, or one of the two options between. This aspect of the                 

verbs is perceived as a scale rather than a binary division. Still, the majority of the verbs can                  

be found in the two conventional categories. The highest figure (44%) confirms that having is               

very often used for reinterpretation of the verb as a dynamic one as mentioned above (2.3),                

e.g. in (13.). The dynamic uses are followed by the stative ones, for example in (14.), in                 

frequency (36%) indicating the stative have is still commonly used. The remaining 20% of the               

results from the corpus are distributed into halves. 10% belong to the category closer to the                

stative verbs (S2), while the other 10% are closer to the dynamic verbs in meaning. An                

example would be (15.) for the D2 category, since having anxiety would be a state, but the                 

plural “all those little anxieties”  

shifts the meaning to individual acts of shorter duration (Dušková et al., 2012: 8.72) making               

this particular result closer to the dynamic use. An example belonging to the S2 category is                
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(16.). There is an element of the individual shorter acts of eating and drinking, but the                

reference is to the overall state that results from these in the long term.  

 

 

(13.) we're just having pasta 

(14.) the government are having to      

pay back you know I mean      

something like thirty percent    

of student loans 

(15.) all those little anxieties that you were        

having before 

(16.) you're having like a proper healthy       

diet 

(The Spoken British National Corpus 2014 ) 

 

4.5 Semantic Functions 

Figure 5: Semantic Functions 

 

By far the most frequent semantic function of the progressive form of have was the               

verbonominal one, which appeared in 48% of the results. The most typical example of this               

category would be (4.) since the meaning is very close to that of the verb be, but uses as this                    

one were extremely uncommon among the corpus results. What made the figure so high were               

instances as (2.). The verbonominal predicate’s meaning is dissociated into two constituents:            

the formal one which carries the grammatical categories of a verb and the semantic one which                
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is expressed by the complement in the case of a copular verb (Dušková et al., 2012: 13.23).                 

The shift of the meaning of both the verb have and the verbonominal predication can be                

shown on this data, since the function uses mostly dynamic have and ventures further from               

the primary semantics of ascribing qualities or expressing relations (ibid.). The semantic            

function was mainly recognized via the possibility of being paraphrased by a verb (e.g. to               

party instead of having a party). After a distinct gap, the second highest figure follows: 12                

clauses represent the verb have as a modal one, for example (17.). Modal have can only occur                 

as the first (operator) element of the verb phrase (unless another modal verb as would is                

present) (ibid.: 127). An auxiliary is of course also necessary with the progressive aspect.              

Modal have expresses the meaning of “obligation/necessity” (Biber et al., 1999: 485) and its              

status is in fact only semi-modal, as discussed in 2.1.1.2. The modal have is followed by the                 

lexical one in frequency with 9%. An illustration would be (18.). This function is              

distinguished by the preservation of the independent lexical meaning, which is not limited to              

possession. For example, it also applies to suffering from illnesses: (19.). The least frequent              

semantic function was the causative one. It is most commonly combined with a past              

participle, which is placed after the object (Dušková et al., 2012: 8.32.2): (20.). This is the                

only example found among the results, but it is untypical, since the subject is not the initiator.                 

The usual semantics includes the subject initiating and the act being done by some other               

agent. The semantic functions of the rest of the corpus results were assigned to the category                

“other”. There were 11 instances. These included for example (21.). What qualified these as              

members of this category was their lack of association with any of the other functions.  

 

(4.) she's having her birthday     

tomorrow 

(2.) they were having a drinks party 

(17.) I'm constantly having to cut it       

back 

(18.) the eggs </u><u> I mean I        

struggled at the Christmas I thought  

 

I was gonna ea use them easily and        

we're still er having them 

(19.) you're not actually having     

bowel problems 

(20.) they're having their lady bits      

taken away 

(21.) they were having carers in a       

couple of times a day 

 

(The Spoken British National Corpus 2014) 
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4.5.1 Semantic Functions in Greater Detail 

Figure 6: Semantic Functions in Detail: 

 

 

A second level describing more precise semantics of the progressive forms of have             

found was included in the research. After the uses of the verb were assigned to the more                 

general functions, these finer categories were added, if appropriate. The most prominent            

function was denoting eating or drinking, e.g. (22.), with 21% of the results falling into this                

function. This semantic function never occurs with the stative have. Health issues appeared             

with the second highest frequency (12%); for example in (19.). Mental health and medical              

interventions were also included: (15.), (23.). Another recurrent meaning was that of people             

“enjoying themselves”: (24.). This was the case in only 4% of the results. The third/fourth               

consecutive function also with the frequency of 4% referred to a single phrase denoting “a               

decision” as in (11.). The possessive function was found with the lowest frequency: in mere 2                

cases. It is a subtype of the lexical function which denotes possession as in (25.). This figure                 

manifests the shift of the meaning of the verb have from its primary semantics.  

 

(22.) they're having (...) a couple of       

glasses every night 

(19.) you're not actually having     

bowel problems 

(15.) all those little anxieties that      

you were having 

(23.) I’m having the hysterectomy 

(24.) someone is like having a good       

time 
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(11.) I'm not having any of that 

(25.) I went into Primark er and I just get these jeggings (...) and that's all I've been                  

really having 

(The Spoken British National Corpus 2014 ) 

4.6 Correlation of Tense Forms and the Semantics of the Verb Have 

4.6.1 Tense Forms of Stative Have with the Progressive Aspect 

Figure 7: Forms of Stative Verbs 

 
The unrivalled dominance of the present progressive forms (31%) of the stative verbs             

as in (26.) corresponds with their meaning. The past progressive forms, e.g. (27.) are              

considerably lower (3%) when compared to the overall figure after being combined with the              

dynamic having (24%). This behaviour of the verb mirrors its stative character. The             

conditional progressive form occurs only once: (28.), which is in line with both the nature of                

the stative verbs and with the general frequency of the tense form as discovered in this                

research. The same applies to the present perfect progressive form, which has not been found               

in any of the results.  

 

(26.) they're all having to work at 

(27.) she was having to do more       

and more for him 

 

(28.) if (...) they wrote anything      

like that about me on their      
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Facebook page I would be having      

serious problems 

 

(The Spoken British National Corpus 2014 ) 

 

 

4.6.2 Tense Forms of S2 Verbs 

Figure 8: Forms of S2 Verbs 

 
There is not much difference in proportion when compared to the previous stative             

have. The forms are again predominantly in the present tense (8%) as in (16.), which shows                

both the preference for persistence without the need for an end or a beginning (these would be                 

indicated by the use of past and future tenses) and the shift evident from the comparison to the                  

stative uses. The frequency of the past tense, used in (29.), is lowered to the degree that it                  

occurs as often as the conditional progressive forms, in (30.): in 1% of the results. This is                 

likely only due to the figures being very low, since only 10% of the results fell into the S2                   

category. The present perfect tense is missing altogether once again.  

 

(16.) you're having like a proper      

healthy diet 

(29.) I used to hate going to when        

your dad was having his treatment 
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(30.) (cos you don't know how      

much they're having at home (...) a       

square of toast or something (...))      

they could just be having rubbish 

 

(The Spoken British National Corpus 2014 ) 

 

 

4.6.3 Tense Forms of D2 Verbs 

Figure 9: Forms of D2 Verbs 

 

The change is apparent at this point: the present, e.g. in (31.), and past progressive               

forms as in (15.) are balanced (both at 5%). The reinterpretation of have as a dynamic verb is                  

taking place, meaning the frequency of the present tense is partly transferred to the past               

progressive, which indicates the existence of an ending of the happening. This is possible for               

its character being closer to the dynamic verbs than to the stative ones. There are no other                 

tenses represented in this category.  

 

(31.) they're having a ceremony     

there 

 

(15.) all those little anxieties that      

you were having 

 

(The Spoken British National Corpus 2014 ) 
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4.6.4 Tense Forms of Dynamic Verbs 

Figure 10: Forms of Dynamic Vebrs 

 
As the graph shows, the prevalent tense form is once again the present progressive              

with 27%. It occurs, for example, in (13.). The rise of the past forms, e.g. in (8.), is still more                    

present, which once again corresponds with the dynamic character. The frequency has grown             

to 15% at this point. The conditional (32.) and present perfect forms (33.) reach the minimal                

frequency: 1% each.  

 

(13.) we're just having pasta 

(8.) they were all having a little       

chat about languages and er South      

Park and socialism 

(32.) I'd always be having at least a        

glass or two 

(33.) so I've been having a look oh        

but I found a dead cute one 

 

(The Spoken British National Corpus 2014 ) 
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4.7 Correlation of Time Reference and the Semantics of the Verb Have 

4.7.1 Time Reference of Stative Verbs 
 
Figure 11: Time Reference of Stative Verbs 

 
The typical reference of stative verbs might be expected to be a general one, although               

this approach is possibly rather pedantic. In reality, the most frequent reference is to the               

present, e.g. (11.), and since the verbs in question are all stative, they refer to a long-term                 

happening. This is the case in 13% of the results of the corpus query. The future is referred to                   

in 10% of the uses of progressive have by stative verbs, because many of the instances are                 

viewed as plans: they refer to something that will happen in the future, but until this future                 

comes, they are in the state of being a plan. An example would be (34.), in which case the                   

result will even continue to be a state after the hysterectomy. The following reference is to the                 

present, only this time to a singular occurrence. This is the case in 5% of the verbs, e.g. (26.).                   

The duty causes the clause to denote a state, but this state is clearly temporary and an                 

exception, resulting in it being labelled as a singular occurrence. And once again the last two                

figures have the same value: the general reference as in (20.) and the one to the past which is                   

long-term, e.g. in (9.), since the verbs in question are still exclusively stative.  

 

(11.) I'm not having any of that 

(34.) no she's having a hysterectom 

(26.) they've er redoing the the er runway        

at so they're all having to work at 
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(20.) to cope with the fact that       

they're having their lady bits taken      

away  

(9.) I was having problems sleeping 

(The Spoken British National Corpus 2014 ) 
 

4.7.2 Time Reference of S2 Verbs 

Figure 12: Time Reference of S2 Verbs 

 

The prevalence of the reference to the long-term present (7%) as in (16.) is typical,               

and the low frequency (1%) of the general reference in (35.) is by now unsurprising. The                

same figure is found with the reference to the long-term past in (29.). The overall low amount                 

of S2 verbs plays a significant role here as well as the still quite stative preference for any                  

tense without the indication of a delimitation (future or past tenses).  

 

(16.) if you're having like a proper       

healthy diet 

(35.) I don't know cos like it       

depends on why we're having     

the war 

(29.) I used to hate going to when        

your dad was having his     

treatment 

 

(The Spoken British National Corpus 2014 ) 
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4.7.3 Time Reference of D2 Verbs 

Figure 13: Time Reference of D2 Verbs:  

 

The majority of the D2 verbs refer to the long-term past with 3%. An example of this                 

would be (15.). This finding is however unreliable, since the following three frequencies             

(future as in (36.), singular occurrence in the present, e.g. in (37.), and in the past, for example                  

in (56.)) all occur in 2% of the cases, while the last place belongs to the long-term present                  

with mere 1%: (38.). The only conclusion, which might be safe to be drawn from this graph,                 

apart from the sample being too small to yield any reliable information, is that all of the 5                  

possibilities are quite similarly represented. The same principle was apparent from the results             

of tense forms of D2 verbs. The shift toward dynamic have is surfacing again.  

 

(15.) all those little anxieties that      

you were having 

(36.) I'm having the party</u><u>     

yes </u><u> November the    

twenty-sixth 

(37.) you're having a good time  

(2.) at Christmas time when they      

were having a drinks party 

(38.) (I live with my mum at the        

moment (...)) and obviously I'm     

having home-cooked dinner 

(The Spoken British National Corpus 2014 ) 
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4.7.4 Time Reference of Dynamic Verbs 

Figure 14: Time Reference of Dynamic Verbs: 

 

The two highest frequencies (13%) belong to the singular occurrences in the present,             

e.g. (1.), and in the past as in (39.). This is in accord with the dynamic nature of the corpus                    

results. The next highest figure (10%) is found with the reference to the long-term present.               

These dynamic uses appear in clauses as (22.). Having a glass is certainly a dynamic action,                

which becomes long-term by the use of the adverbial “every night” (The Spoken British              

National Corpus 2014). This makes the dynamic character even more prominent, as the result              

consists of individual acts of shorter duration (Dušková et al., 2012: 8.72). The reference to               

the future, e.g. in (13.), and the general as in (10.) one each make up for 6% of the results,                    

which is not very surprising, and the lowest frequency represented is the one to the long-term                

past with 3%.  

 

(1.) we're having some tea 

(39.) I was off having n was it last         

week (...a drink) 

(22.) they're having it's like you      

know a couple of glasses every      

night 

(13.) I'll put the kettle on shall we        

have pasta? </u><u> we're just     

having pasta yeah 

(10.) not when you're having sex 

(The Spoken British National Corpus 2014 ) 
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5. Conclusion 

The findings of the thesis on the progressive forms of the verb have in contemporary               

spoken British English may be summarized as follows. Starting with the temporal features,             

the analysis of the results has shown that the most commonly used tense form of the verb is                  

the present progressive one, which could be expected, considering the conversational nature            

of the material. The only other common verb form was past progressive and the rest appeared                

marginally, which was unsurprising and in line with the results of former research (as              

discussed in the theoretical section). The examples also referred predominantly to the present,             

the reference to the past was quite common as was the past progressive tense usage, and the                 

frequency of the reference to the future was quite low. The general reference was the least                

common option. None of these results were particularly surprising. Upon a closer look, the              

reference to a long-term happening in the present was most prominent, which was not              

surprising, but less expected than the former results. The second most common reference was              

to the future, which was the only category apart from the general reference without a               

subdivision. This points to the low frequency of both types. The singular occurrences in the               

past and the present followed in frequency of reference, while the long-term happening in the               

past had the lowest frequency of the more detailed categories. The rarity of the singular               

occurrences in the present was unexpected, since the corpus consists exclusively of the             

conversation register, and all the references to the present were accordingly expected to be              

much more frequent in comparison with any other of the options. The reversed order of the                

long-term vs. singular occurrence options in the present and in the past is interesting, but               

could be anticipated. No surprise followed with the general reference being the least common              

one.  

The functions of the progressive form of the verb have were further explored by              

looking into their environment: mapping their co-occurrence with negation and intentional           

modality. The overwhelming majority of the times having was used expressed no negation,             

and the clauses were declarative, which answers the third research question which is             

concerned with the preference of the verb have in its progressive form regarding the negation               

and intentional modality. These figures brought no surprises, since the results were in line              
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with Römer’s (2005: 73-4) findings, and both affirmative contexts and declarative clauses are             

generally more common.  

Having analyzed the temporal features and the context of having, the next step delved              

into the semantics and also answered one of the research questions quite clearly: since the               

majority of the verb’s uses were identified as dynamic, the reinterpretation of the verb from               

its primary stative meaning to a dynamic one is seen as advanced, but the difference is not                 

extreme: 46% in comparison to 36%, so the situation is quite even at the moment. This result                 

was surprising. The expectation was for the dynamic meaning to be widely used, but              

overriding the primary semantics of the verb seems quite extensive. The two additional             

categories shared a low and identical frequency, which could be expected.  

Further exploration of the semantic realm has revealed the answer to the last research              

question concerning the represented semantic functions. The most common one was           

verbonominal, the majority of which were semantically empty uses of have with an eventive              

object. This is connected to the preference of dynamic semantics of the verb and the advanced                

reinterpretation of the verb from the previous paragraph, hence anticipated. After a significant             

gap, the modal, lexical, and finally causative function followed. The discontinuity following            

the verbonominal function was expected and the rarity of the subsequent categories did not              

bring any surprises. The low frequency of 9% denoting the amount of lexically interpreted              

results points to the decrease in stative use of have. The most common semantic function in                

the case of their finer division is the one referring to eating or drinking (one more                

manifestation of the dynamic preference). This predominance was also anticipated. The           

second highest value, unsurprisingly, belonged to health issues, the identical figure assigned            

to the meaning of “enjoying themselves” and “a decision” were very low, and the possessive               

function only occurred twice out of the hundred cases. The rarity of these categories was               

anticipated. As mentioned above, these findings sufficiently answered the last research           

question.  

The results regarding the semantics and the temporal features were merged at this             

point in order to find out what the link between them is. The stative uses of verbs in                  

combination with their tense form yielded results showing an overwhelming majority of the             

stative verbs in the present progressive tense, which corresponds with the stative semantics,             

the conversational character of the material, and as such is unsurprising. It also represents the               

first answer to the second research question regarding the relationship of the progressive form              
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of have with its tense form and time reference. The same tendency is shown by the figures                 

representing tense forms of the S2 verbs. The D2 verbs show an interesting turn of events,                

when the present and past progressive forms suddenly share the same number of results which               

represent them. The instances closer to the dynamic meaning become more delimited, which             

is their nature and this is manifested by the higher representation of the past tense, which                

expresses an ending of the dynamic happening. These findings add important information to             

the answer to the second research question. The rise of the past tense forms surfaces once                

again with the dynamic verbs, while the overwhelming majority again fall under the present              

progressive category. The data support the notion of a more finished character of the dynamic               

uses and again provide the answer to the second research question. Such a clear development               

was not expected, but is not surprising. 

The information about time reference was gathered in order to answer the second             

research question as well. The highest frequency represents the reference of the stative verbs              

to the long-term present, which is in line with the stative semantics, hence unsurprising. The               

future reference is surprisingly high with the stative meaning because of the plans for the               

future expressed using having. The S2 verbs refer predominantly to the long-term present as              

could be expected, while any other reference is extremely low in their case. The absence of a                 

slightest difference in comparison to the stative references to the past was unanticipated. The              

D2 verbs all have frequencies ranging from 1 to 3, which makes it hard to draw any                 

reasonable conclusions from the data. It can be said that the D2 verbs are rather flexible and                 

cover many possibilities in terms of time reference, since there are only 10 instances and 5                

categories of temporal reference are represented. This development was predictable, since the            

D2 category was not expected to have many members, and if any of the options should be                 

broadest, it would likely be this one. When it comes to dynamic uses of have in its                 

progressive form, the two highest values belong to singular occurrences in the past and in the                

present, which mirrors the dynamic character of the verb, and is completely in line with any                

reasonable expectations.  

All four research questions were answered by gathering the information about           

temporal features, common context, and semantics of having: the progressive forms of the             

verb have are already mostly used in their dynamic sense, but the frequency of stative uses is                 

not far behind. This means the process of reinterpretation of the verb as primarily dynamic is                

quite advanced. The stative uses are predominantly in the present progressive and refer mostly              
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to the present, while the dynamic meaning is linked to the past more frequently. The clauses                

in which the progressive form of have occurs are mostly declarative and without negation, and               

the most common semantic functions of the verb are verbonominal, followed by functions             

denoting eating or drinking, both of which are connected to the increasingly dynamic usage.  
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%2C%22query%22%3A%7B%22queryselector%22%3A%22cqlrow%22%2C%22cql%22%3
A%22%5Btag%3D%5C%22PP.%3F%5C%22%20%7C%20tag%3D%5C%22N.*%5C%22%
5D%20%5B%5D%7B%2C3%7D%20%5Blemma%3D%5C%22be%5C%22%5D%20%5B%
5D%7B0%2C3%7D%20%5Bword%3D%5C%22having%5C%22%5D%22%2C%22default_
attr%22%3A%22lemma%22%7D%2C%22id%22%3A7848%7D%5D>  
(last accessed 11th Aug 2020) 
 
 

7. Resumé 
 

Práce byla zaměřena na průběhové tvary slovesa have a cílem bylo zjistit, jaké funkce              

toto sloveso v současné mluvené britské angličtině plní. Ve výzkumu šlo především o             

sémantiku slovesa a její vztah ke gramatickým aspektům, které lze u jednotlivých užití             

pozorovat. Materiál byl získán z mluvené části verze Britského národního korpusu z roku             

2014 a na základě čtyř výzkumných otázek bylo u jednotlivých dokladů zkoumáno hlavně             

dynamické a stavové užití, sémantické funkce, slovesný čas, časový odkaz, zápor a intenční             

modalita.  

V teoretické části bylo popsáno have jako plnovýznamové i pomocné. Dále byl            

představen jeho semi-modální význam podle Biber a kol. (1999: 485) (na rozdíl od čitě              

modálních sloves totiž vyjadřuje i slovesný čas a osobu) i kauzativní použití, které se              

nejčastěji objevuje ve vazbě s minulým příčestím kladeným za předmět (Dušková a kol.,             

2012: 8.32.2). Dále je zmíněn fakt, že have se nejčastěji vyskytuje v konverzaci a nejméně               

často v akademické próze (Biber a kol., 1999: 429), na základě čehož byl zvolen výše               

zmíněný zdroj materiálu.  

Have bylo také popsáno jako jedno ze sloves, která podle Quirk a kol. (1985: 200)               

především připisují kvality a jejich význam je tedy primárně vnímán jako stavový. Taková             

slovesa by se v tom případě teoreticky neměla vyskytovat v průběhových tvarech, jelikož             

jejich význam by měl možnost takového použití svou povahou popírat. Pro tuto práci byl              

zásadní poznatek, že použití stavových sloves jako je have v průběhovém tvaru znamená, že              

byla v nějakém smyslu reinterpretována jako slovesa obsahující dynamickou predikaci (ibid.).           

Podle Leeche (2004: 25) jazyk postupně rozšiřuje používání průběhových tvarů, které je z             

tohoto důvodu ne vždy logické či systematické. K paradoxu stavového a dynamického            

významu slovesa have přispívá i fakt, že ačkoliv se stejně jako be používá v dynamickém               

významu, jsou obě považována za hlavní a typická stavová slovesa (Quirk a kol., 1985: 205).               
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Také je zmíněna možnost sponového užití, u kterého je posesivní význam slovesa natolik             

oslaben, že tvoří jedinou sémantickou jednotku s předmětem vyjádřeným substantivem          

odvozeným od slovesa, kterým může být celá sémantická jednotka nahrazena.  

Poté se práce věnovala průběhovým tvarům, jejich použití a významu, jejich vztahu k             

trvání děje či stavu, který vyjadřují a jeho příčině. Následně práce pojednává o jednotlivých              

funkcích těchto tvarů. První z nich je časový odkaz, který se nejčastěji týká přítomnosti, o               

něco méně často minulosti a nejnižší počet příkladů odkazoval k budoucnosti a k obecně              

platným výrokům (Römer, 2005: 82-3). Stejná studie se dále věnuje slovesnému času ve             

spojitosti s časovým odkazem. V případě odkazu k minulosti je v drtivé většině používán čas               

minulý, což platí i u odkazu k přítomnosti a přítomného času a pokud se v této oblasti                 

vyskytuje čas minulý, jde o zmírňující funkci vyjadřující zdvořilost, nepřímou řeč, vložené            

věty s that , nebo hypotetický význam (ibid.: 84-6). Ten se také objevuje u obecně platných               

prohlášení (ibid.). Celkově je patrná spojitost mezi časovými odkazy a slovesným časem a             

výjimky jsou určené lexikálně (ibid.). Další funkce, které Römer (2005: 86) vypozorovala,            

jsou průběhovost (častější) a opakovanost. Mezi okrajovější funkce patří vyjádření obvyklé           

situace, která trvá po relativně dlouhou dobu a zvýšení emočního důrazu s typickým always              

(ibid.: 23), obecná platnost, již zmíněná zmírňující funkce vyjadřující zdvořilost, funkce s            

významem důrazu a znamenající negativní přístup (ibid.: 95-96). Podle Quirk a kol. (1985:             

210) vyjadřuje typická funkce dočasnost.  

Průběhové perfektum je popsáno jako kombinace vlastností perfekta a průběhových          

tvarů, trvání je v tomto případě dočasné, pokračuje až do přítomnosti nebo nedávné minulosti,              

nemusí být dokončené a může mít stále patrné důsledky (Quirk a kol., 1985: 210-212). Také               

bylo vysvětleno, proč nejsou průběhové tvary vnímány jako časová kategorie. Podle Römer            

(2005: 20) nevyjadřují jinou časovou orientaci, dodávají jiný důraz na průběhovost nebo            

přístup mluvčího.  

Následně je v práci věnován prostor stavovým slovesům v průběhových tvarech.           

Paradoxní povaha této kombinace již byla zmíněna výše, nyní je k ní dodáno, že mezi               

nejběžnějšími slovesy, která se vyskytují v průběhových tvarech, se vyskytují stavová i            

dynamická a pro slovesa, která se nejméně vyskytují v průběhových tvarech platí totéž (Biber              

a kol., 1999: 471-472). Autoři vysvětlují, že schopnost sloves běžně se vyskytovat v             

průběhových tvarech záleží na prodloužitelnosti akce, stavu, či situace, kterou sloveso           

popisuje (ibid.: 473). Slovesa, která se v průběhových tvarech vyskytují pouze zřídka spadají             
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do dvou kategorií: (a) označující okamžitou akci a (b) označující stav, který obvykle             

nepokračuje dál (ibid.).  

Jelikož se tato práce zabývá ze značné části průběhovými tvary, bylo nezbytné zmínit             

problematiku pojmu ‘průběhový’. Nepanuje totiž naprostá shoda, co se jeho adekvátnosti           

týče. Alternativy zahrnují ‘trvající’, ‘nepřetržitý’ (Quirk a kol., 1985: 197), méně často se             

objevuje i ‘dočasný’ (Leech, 2004: 18). Podle Leech (ibid.) všechny sdílejí tyto možnosti             

zavádějící asociace. Odpůrci pojmu ‘průběhový’ poukazují na četné případy, v nichž dle            

jejich názoru schází dojem průběhu (odkaz k budoucnosti v případě, kdy situace v             

budoucnosti údajně nebude dále probíhat, situace, které se nezdají být zakotveny v čase,             

konstrukce, jejichž význam již byl popsán bez průběhového tvaru) (Leech a kol., 2009: 119).              

Leech a kol. si ponechávají pojem ‘průběhový’ především z toho důvodu, že jde o nejvíce               

používané a uznávané označení a stejná volba byla učiněna i pro potřeby této práce. Podrobný               

výzkum Leech a kol., v němž se zabývali korpusy sestávajícími z materiálu, který spadá do               

současné angličtiny, nadto dokládá, že dojem ‘průběhu’ je přítomen v drtivé většině situací             

vyjádřených průběhovými tvary (ibid.).  

Následně se předmětem zájmu práce stává výskyt průběhových tvarů. Nesou zvláštní           

význam, pročež jsou užívány méně často než tvary prosté (Biber a kol., 1999: 462) a               

nejčastěji se stejně jako sloveso have vyskytují v konverzaci (ibid.: 461), což vedlo ke snadné               

volbě materiálu pro tuto práci. Další sdílená vlastnost se slovesem have je nejnižší frekvence              

průběhových tvarů v akademickém registru (ibid.). V mluvené angličtině se průběhové tvary            

vyskytují téměř dvakrát častěji než v psané (Aarts a kol., 2010: 158) a zdaleka nejčastějším               

tvarem je přítomný průběhový (Römer, 2005: 62). Minulé průběhové tvary jsou mnohem            

méně běžné, avšak v psaném jazyce se karty obracejí (ibid.: 62-65). Zkrácené tvary             

pomocného slovesa jsou častější než dlouhé (ibid.: 66-68), průběhové tvary se vyskytují            

hlavně bez negace (ibid.:73) a v otázkách jen v 10-11% případů (ibid.: 74).  

Sloveso have se umístilo jako 66. nejčastější z 99 (Römer 2005: 114). Asi 26%              

výsledků bylo v minulém průběhovém tvaru, zhruba 71% v přítomném průběhovém a            

průběhové perfektum i plusquamperfektum se vyskytovalo v 1,43% případů (ibid.: 118). Tyto            

hodnoty jsou velmi blízké hodnotám průměrného slovesa s výjimkou průběhového perfekta,           

které je běžné u 3,66% případů, což je více než dvojnásobek počtu, ve kterém se nachází u                 

slovesa have (ibid.).  
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Podle Römer (2005: 152) odkazuje průběhové have nejčastěji k budoucnosti, o něco            

méně často k minulosti a odkaz k přítomnosti či obecně platné tvrzení nejsou právě běžné. V                

porovnání s průměrnými hodnotami toto sloveso rozhodně vybočuje: odkaz k budoucnosti           

bývá méně obvyklý, k přítomnosti je většinou mnohem častější a obecně platná tvrzení jsou              

obyčejně také obvyklejší (ibid.). Have se v průzkumu Römer (ibid.: 159) vyskytovalo            

nejčastěji ve funkci průběhovosti, ale bez významu opakovanosti, velmi často vyjadřovalo           

obě z těchto funkcí a zbývající dvě kombinace se u něj vůbec neobjevily. U těch je nízký                 

výskyt běžný, ale aspoň jedna z nich se většinou objevuje a nalezené kombinace bývají              

seřazené dle výskytu v opačném pořadí (ibid.). V případě okrajovějších funkcí průběhových            

tvarů bylo having nalezeno nejčastěji jako vyjadřující obecnou platnost (ibid.).  

Funkce průběhových tvarů have se přirozeně objevovaly i v praktické části práce, jejíž             

podoba byla určena především výzkumnými otázkami. První z nich vycházela z výše            

zmiňované reinterpretace z primárního stavového významu na dynamický, který by měl být            

pro průběhové tvary přirozenější. Tato otázka tedy zkoumala, jaký vztah mají průběhové            

tvary slovesa have ke svému dynamickému, nebo stavovému významu. Předpoklad byl, že            

odpověď zároveň odhalí, jak daleko již dospěl zmíněný proces reinterpretace, jelikož se má             

tendence k dynamičnosti stále šířit. Prakticky odpověď na tuto otázku vypadala tak, že bylo u               

každého z výsledků stanoveno, zda je having vnímáno dynamicky, či jako stavové. Na škálu              

byly přidány další dvě kategorie mezi dva standardní protipóly: S2 reprezentující spíše            

stavovou interpretaci a D2 spíše dynamickou. Ukázalo se, že většina korpusových výsledků je             

vnímána dynamicky, ačkoliv stavový význam následoval s počtem jen o trochu nižším. Do             

obou přidaných kategorií spadal stejný počet dokladů, který byl zároveň v porovnání se             

standardními kategoriemi značně nižší. Z těchto výsledků plyne závěr, že reinterpretace           

významu na dynamický je již ve velmi pokročilém stádiu, zatímco užití stavového významu             

zůstává poměrně časté.  

V dalším kroku praktické části byl předmětem zájmu čas v podobě slovesné kategorie             

i odkazu. Jelikož druhá výzkumná otázka zjišťovala, jaký je vztah mezi sémantikou            

průběhových tvarů slovesa have a jejich časovým odkazem i slovesným časem, údaje o             

dynamičnosti a stavovém významu byly propojeny s výsledky určování časových kategorií u            

všech dokladů z korpusu. Porovnání jasně ukázalo, že stavové užití have se převážně drží              

přítomného času, zatímco u sloves spíše dynamických (D2) se počty přítomného a minulého             

času vyrovnávají a u vyloženě dynamicky vnímaných významů množství použití minulého           
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času významně roste. Tyto výsledky zodpovídají první výzkumnou otázku v tom smyslu, že             

dynamické užití se pojí s oběma časy, zatímco stavové téměř výhradně s přítomným. V              

případě časového odkazu je výsledek velmi podobný. Stavová slovesa odkazují na minulost            

jen výjimečně, u spíše dynamických sloves D2 počet odkazů k minulosti proporčně narůstá a              

u dynamických interpretací jsou odkazy alespoň v případě sémantické funkce ojedinělých           

událostí dokonce vyrovnané. Princip tedy přetrvává u slovesného času i odkazu průběhových            

tvarů have.  

Třetí výzkumná otázka byla zaměřena na zastoupení záporu a intenční modalitu. Z            

výsledků klasifikace korpusových dat v těchto dvou kategoriích vyšlo najevo, že průběhové            

tvary slovesa have se vyskytují převážně ve větách oznamovacích a bez negace. Poslední             

výzkumná otázka se týkala nejčastějších sémantických funkcí průběhového have. Z výzkumu           

vyplynulo, že verbonominální užití je nejběžnější, což souvisí s četností dynamické sémantiky            

a reinterpretací, jelikož verbonominální funkce měla ve většině případů podobu sémanticky           

prázdného have s událostním předmětem. Právě ten způsobuje vysoký počet dynamických           

významů having ve verbonominální funkci. Poměrně častá je také funkce označující           

konzumaci potravin či nápojů, která také navazuje na dynamickou převahu. Další v pořadí             

byla funkce modální, která se objevovala stejně často jako funkce odkazující ke zdravotním             

potížím. Méně častý byl lexikální význam slovesa, což opět poukazuje na reinterpretaci a             

řídkost primárního významu slovesa stejně jako jediný výsledek dokládající použití posesivní           

funkce. Tímto byly zodpovězeny všechny výzkumné otázky.  

8. Appendix 

The following appendix contains 100 examples of progressive forms of the verb have. 

They are ordered according to how they were used in the practical part of the thesis and the 

rest remains in the order in which they were in the source corpus. The same sentence 

containing two examples was counted as two individual uses. If the addition of context was 

helpful for the semantic analysis, the context was added in parenthesis. A switch to another 

speaker was marked by “</u><u>” as in the source corpus.  

 

Number Example 

(1.) we're having  some tea 
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(2.) they happened to rent it out at Christmas time when they were having a drinks               

party 

(3.) so I've been having  a look oh but I found a dead cute one 

(4.) well she's having  her birthday tomorrow 

(5.) I think I'd always be having  at least a glass or two 

(6.) you know cos and also if they're having  a massage and 

(7.) and obviously people are also having  to book time off work 

(8.) they were all having a little chat about languages and er South Park and              

socialism 

(9.) I was having  problems sleeping 

(10.) not when you're having  sex 

(11.) oh that's interesting that they sort of have a litter and say I'm not having any of                 

that 

(12.) he said what are you having  that tetanus jab for?  

(13.) I'll put the kettle on shall we have pasta? </u><u> we're just having pasta yeah               

because I've can't yeah 

(14.) and then the government are having to pay back you know I mean something like               

thirty percent of student loans 

(15.) and you find that all those little anxieties that you were having before you're not               
getting 

(16.) I find it hard to believe if you're having like a proper healthy diet then it would                 

be better 

(17.)  it also just grows so much in a season that  I'm constantly having  to cut it back 

(18.) the eggs </u><u> I mean I struggled at the Christmas I thought I was gonna ea                

use them easily and we're still er having  them 
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(19.) could've been that cos you're not actually having  bowel problems 

(20.)  to cope with the fact that they're having  their lady bits taken away 

(21.)  I mean they were having  carers in a couple of times a day 

(22.) so then actually they're having  it's like you know a couple of glasses every night 

(23.) the pain that I've got all the time that I'm having the hysterectomy for is actually                

my bowels 

(24.) so she probably doesn't like the fact that someone is like having  a good time 

(25.) (I couldn't tell you how many years ago it was that I bought jeans cos I went into                  
Primark er and I just get these jeggings ...) and that's all I've been really having 

(26.) they've er redoing the the er runway at so they're all having  to work at 

(27.) and she was having  to do more and more for him erm so she said 

(28.) if (...) they wrote anything like that about me on their Facebook page I would be                

having  serious problems 

(29.) I used to hate going to when your dad was having  his treatment 

(30.) (cos you don't know how much they're having at home (...) a square of toast or                

something...) they could just be having  rubbish 

(31.) they're having  a ceremony there 

(33.) no she's having  a hysterectom 

(34.) I don't know cos like it depends on why we're having  the war 

(35.) you know I'm having  the party</u><u> yes </u><u> November the twenty-sixth 

(36.) mm sound like you're having  a good time  

(37.) (I live with my mum at the moment...) and obviously I'm having home-cooked             

dinner 
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(38.) cos when I was off last week I know I was off having n was it last week (...a                   

drink) 

(39.) well you can't think if you're having nice wine coming off small estates you're              
not thinking any more about what a manufa 

(40.) (well you can't think if you're having nice wine coming off small estates you're              
not thinking any more about what a manufa) like if you're having Jacob Creek or               
bullshit 

(41.) if you're if you're having  not much anyway 

(42.) if you're like having  rubbish anyway 

(43.) (that bloody spider you still haven't got rid of it my love...</u><u>) that one he's               
having the life of Riley (you keep putting a cup over him and then dropping him                
before he gets out of the window) 

(44.) interestingly the the we we're having the last two summers certainly worse            
summer 

(45.) even if you put a pound or so on because of the way you're having to eat at the                   
moment 

(46.) I was off for a week and we were j having  a drink every night 

(47.) she's off on her birthday but she's having  some physiotherapy 

(48.) wait so he was having this like</u><u> yeah </u><u> you're having this deep             
conversation with him 

(49.) I was like oh I had no idea who he was was having  like some like nerd gasm 

(50.) Your brother's having  a baby 

(51.) (and he's how old? he's only like </u> <u>) he's having  twenty-nine this year 

(52.) he was like we were talking about her birthday in May apparently she's having              
like a Great Gatsby themed like garden party type thing 

(53.) I thought maybe they were just having  their wine 

(54.) we were having  a great time 

(55.) sounds like god's having  a bit of a practical joke on you 

(56.) I bet he's having  second thoughts 

(57.) she was having  some sort of like African day or something 

(58.) we're having  a physics meet up alright? 
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(59.) but in my other subjects we're having  an extra lesson 

(60.) oh the one that bird was just having  a little (</u><u> oh that's just mixed seed) 

(61.) well he's he was having that many accidents last week that I just sent him               
without uniform anyway 

(62.) it was happening quite a lot and now he's having  maybe one 

(63.) but it's fine if the he's having  accidents 

(64.) and didn't want to go to her party because they were having so much fun with                
outside 

(65.) and this little girl honestly while we were having a meal she sat down for about                
ten minutes 

(66.) I'm not having  it 

(67.) I'm not having it no I'm not having  it no no no 

(68.) she's having  some trouble with some of the girls in your class 

(69.) (anything that's a bit of an awkward shape quite often would go into those green               
bags because they're quite wide </u><u> yes </u><u>) whereas it won't into the             
bin so you're having  to spend more time cutting things down to fit 

(70.) I'm having  to go to the tip as well 

(71.) it looks like it's having  a whale of a time 

(72.) I'm just having  a little gander 

(73.) if you think you're having your biggest meal and then go to sleep it just sits there                 
doesn't it? 

(74.) (you're not giving your children th their breakfast...) they're having these           
afternoon things (...a lot of the school the one I worked in London they used to                
try to get as many children as possible in for breakfast club) 

(75.) ah yeah well I'm having  this dilemma about cos if you say 

(76.) they're thinking I've had death by PowerPoint now I'm having death by            
Smartboard 

(77.) Cos I know my brother in law says they're having a real problem with they're               
actually now shutting office out there 

(78.) and so I was having  to chase her up trying to get hold of it 

(79.) that's nice then while I'm having  me tea 

(80.) well well well well perhaps he's </u><u> like that </u><u> having an influence             
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on her 

(81.) it had its feet in the eye holes of the carp and was erm having sex with the carp's                   
mouth 

(82.) be there when she was having  a class 

(83.) and they were all having </u> <u> </u><u> like a three-way conversation with             
all in different languages 

(84.) would somebody that you know be up for taking you out to practice while you're               
having  lessons? 

(85.) ah so he's having  a one to one with staff 

(86.) which is why he's having  to live with 

(87.) er when we were having  lunch once 

(88.) we're not that much into our drought although we are having  that hosepipe ban 

(89.) (has has it got erm lots of things running on the background? </u><u> well no               
there's nothing going I don't know what's going on) it's just having a moment 

(90.) (er some sixes are too big...) I'm having  to put two lots of inner soles in them 

(91.) uhu were you having  a go at trying to open this one? 

(92.) she is having  a little lie down 

(93.) but they're arguing about you know they're having  a real existential debate 

(94.) I'm not having  a house that that does that again 

(95.) they're having  a chilli festival 

(96.) (that is a lot of meat...) I'm definitely having  more after 

(97.) are they having  their tea in here? 

(98.) my mum's having to get someone to come and look at the bloody washing              
machine 

(99.) what are you having  for dinner? 

(100.) I think that's the wrong thing to say anyway when you're having sex with              
somebody 
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